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“If you are serious about security then this
equipment is for you.”
Security Manager

THE EDESIX SOLUTION
The VideoBadge and VideoTag range of Body
Worn Cameras (BWC) provide site and factory
security personnel with the ability to record
evidential quality video and audio of incidents
such as vandalism, theft and abuse. All wearable
cameras feature encrypted footage downloads
and full audit trails to preserve the evidential
integrity of videos recorded, for use in court or
internal investigations. Unlike other Body Worn
Cameras, Edesix wearable devices have a small
footprint, are lightweight and prevent wearers
from viewing and altering footage on the device.

HOW DO OUR INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS WORK?
Edesix offers both the equipment as well as the technical support needed to have an effective Body Worn Camera
deployment. Edesix wearable cameras are simple to use and robust, and our VideoManager software is not only
state of the art but also intuitive to use.
All footage taken by the camera is instantly encrypted, with only your unique version of VideoManager being the
means to unencrypt the footage. This allows the footage to be used as evidence in a trial, if needed. VideoManager
can by purchased as a licence per camera, or as a subscription to our Cloud Service
Our cameras are designed in order to maximise workflow efficiency, with the transfer of footage from camera to
VideoManager being seamless.
An Example of our Body Worn Video Solution is described below:

MANUFACTURING USE CASE

RFID

Staff can use their ID cards or Badges to RFID Assign a VideoBadge or VideoTag from a docking
station at the start of their shift. The badge will be automatically associated with that user until
its return, and will be fully charged and free of footage upon collection.

The camera is worn on the uniform, using the preferred attachment of staff, and will remain
in stand-by mode throughout the working day. The Body Worn Camera can be configured to
always be on, if it’s deemed necessary VideoBadge Series only). This is most often used for loss
prevention.

Should the user find it necessary to highlight a certain key moment when recording, the
bookmark function can be activated, alerting those reviewing the footage to a key instant in the
recording (VB-300 only).

At the end of the day, the user then simply docks their VideoBadge, and any footage recorded
(along with associated data) is automatically uploaded to VideoManager. The badge is
automatically un-assigned from that worker, and will begin to charge. All footage offloaded will
be linked to the worker previously assigned.

This footage is then stored, securely on-site, within the VideoManager software system, ready
for an authorised user to review. Edesix BWCs are also capable of integrating with VMS, meaning
that your BWC footage can be viewed alongside any CCTV footage captured on premises, in one
integrated system.

Upon review, a decision will then be taken on whether the piece of footage recorded is required
to be shared with a client in the event of a service issue, or indeed to refute any false claims.
All priority footage to be used as evidence will remain as ‘incidents’, all other footage will be
systematically deleted as required. Recorded footage can be audited centrally for quality
purposes, with secure sharing links available for any refuted incidents.

VIDEOMANAGER
Any footage captured by the VideoBadge or VideoTag will be uploaded to VideoManager either via the cloud
or directly when the camera is docked. VideoManager allows authorised personnel to review the footage taken
throughout the day and make edits as they see fit.
You can subscribe to VideoManager as a Cloud Hosted Service, or purchase a VideoManager Software Licence per
camera.
Footage can then be shared with other organisations or the police, if necessary. Footage will remain encrypted,
and the full audit trail will show each action taken on the footage, as well as any shared links. These features
ensure that footage remains secure and of evidential quality.

Manufacturing worker wearing Body Worn Camera
records footage in warehouse

The footage is transferred in server
room with a DC-200

Footage can then be reviewed
by a manager

HARDWARE
The Body Worn Camera Solution from Edesix allows managers to review footage, monitor camera usage and
investigate any incidents recorded by staff. In addition to the hardware below, it is also necessary to purchase a
VideoManager Licence, or subscribe to our Cloud Service
To get the most out of Edesix Body Worn Cameras, the following equipment is recommended:

MANUFACTURING WORKERS
VideoBadge(s) or VideoTag(s)
14 Slot Dock
Dock Controller DC-200
RFID reader
PC situated within the network for footage review
Microserver
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